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Individual



Space

Architectural solutions to suit your home

and personal style.

Living

A room in which to relax, entertain or work.

Expression 

An individual design to add a unique feature

to your home. 

 

Style

Engineered solutions from a wide range of

finishes and flexible systems.
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   Inside...
Bespoke glass buildings for

distinctive homes
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From conservatories to orangeries,

poolhouses to greenhouses, our glass

buildings provide fabulous living spaces that

will add light and life to any home.

And with our design expertise, unique

system and construction know how, you

can have exactly what you want.

Together we can create a space that is

every bit as distinctive as your home.
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“A lifestyle less ordinary”



Whether you have an unusual area 

to fill or you need something that

entirely reflects your lifestyle, we 

have the solution.

Speak to our designers and be

confident that whatever your vision,

we have the experience and products

to achieve it.

Space

Often life doesn’t fit 

in to neat little boxes – 

so why design your

space that way?

Individual Living
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Nothing brings you closer to the great

outdoors than a glass-roofed conservatory

and with the superior thermal properties 

of our products you can enjoy your space 

all year round.

It is, quite simply, the most effective way of

expanding your living space and enhancing

the value of your home.

SpaceIndividual Living
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SpaceIndividual Living

Relax, reflect 
or entertain

Our conservatories provide an inspiring

space in which to relax, dine or entertain;

one that is every bit as comfortable, 

stylish and well-appointed as the rest 

of your home.
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Our garden rooms provide an inspiring

space in which to relax, dine or entertain;

one that is every bit as comfortable, 

stylish and well-appointed as the rest 

of your home.

Because of our high specifications and

flexible approach we can incorporate

sophisticated features into our glass

buildings, ranging from luxury fitted kitchens

to complex, ornamental roofs.

When design elegance meets advanced

engineering, anything is possible.

SpaceIndividual Living
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SpaceIndividual Living

By carefully matching styles and materials

we will create a solution that is a seamless

continuation of your main home, inside 

and out.

For the glazed sections our paint shop 

can match virtually any colour for your

frames - and you can specify real wood 

for internal finishes.
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SpaceIndividual Living
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SpaceIndividual Living

Using the patented Quantal system 

we can realise intricate designs and 

fantastic detailing on your behalf.

Bespoke glass buildings have never 

looked better.
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Living
The high level of glazing brings the 

feel and enjoyment of "al fresco" 

living into your home, every day 

and all year round.

Can you imagine a more refreshing

space in which to relax, entertain 

or work?

Our buildings will not only

reflect your lifestyle. They

might even change the way

you live your life.

Individual Living
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Living

"Soft music, soft light, a glass or two.

Your sanctuary awaits at the end of

another day".
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Living

There is little to compare with a British

garden in summertime, but alas you still 

must compete with the weather.

At least with the Quantal system you can

enjoy more of the view, thanks to our sleek,

uncluttered designs.
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Cuddle up to watch the rain on a winter's night. With insulating

glass, double glazing and draught free conservatories you can do so

warm and snug inside.

Quite simply our bespoke conservatories add a new dimension.

Make the world your living space!

LivingIndividual Living
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Perfect for afternoon tea - but do you 

want one room or two?

By adopting an L shape you can create 

two distinct areas in your glass building, 

for living, dining or what else? You decide.

Living
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LivingIndividual Living

Blend in your new space or do the

opposite: make it a real feature of 

your home.

We have the system and know how to

build your vision - so let your imagination

run wild.
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Our glass buildings are snug in the winter

but thanks to our use of solar glass they

will keep you cool in summer.

Roof lights and ventilation systems help to

keep the temperature down, so you can still

relax and enjoy when the heat is on!

Living
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You will be living with your new space for

years to come, so it really is worth paying 

a little extra to have what you really want.

Our wide choice of finishes and flexible

systems allow us to be entirely design 

led in meeting your needs.

Why compromise when you are thinking

about living your life?

Expression

Reflect your style, your

personality and your

needs - a space that's

uniquely yours.

Individual Living
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From a simple living space to a shining

ballroom or refectory, our systems have 

the strength and flexibility to meet 

your needs.

No other system delivers more.

A glass room? An atrium? An orangery?

What could we add to your home?

Make a space that's

yours,  a space in tune

with your lifestyle. 

ExpressionIndividual Living
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Expression

Quantal is a true engineered system so you

can be confident in its structural stability.

What is more, all of our products are

rigorously tested by The British Board of

Agrément to confirm their strength and

weather tightness.
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Individual Living Expression
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Individual Living

Choose from a wide choice of window

styles to give you the look and function 

you want. 

If you are looking for a warm natural

internal finish then choose from a range 

of wood whilst retaining robust 

aluminium externally.
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We know you will be impressed with 

our technology, workmanship and service.

Quality is at the heart of all we do.

But first things first. Just imagine walking in

to your new living space for the first time

and saying "I live here".

ExpressionIndividual Living
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Style
Part brick or fully glazed, contemporary 

or traditional, our bespoke glass buildings 

cover the full range of tastes and styles.

Beneath them all is a remarkable construction

system that is acclaimed throughout the industry.

The result of years of research & development, 

it will let you create your own work of art, 

your way.

Reflect your style, your

personality and your needs - 

a space that's uniquely yours.

Individual Living

Be inspired!
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Every detail, from window types to roof

crests, can be designed and built to blend 

or contrast.

Draw admiring glances from everyone who

visits your home.

Traditional elegance or

contemporary chic - make your

own individual style statement. 

Individual Living Style
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Style

Blending traditional with contemporary 

is very fashionable and more importantly 

it works!

Just see what a difference a stunning glass

atrium, lantern roof or orangery for

example could make to your home.

Of course it needs to be done carefully,

choosing the right materials and the right

features. We can show you how.
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Our glass buildings perform brilliantly under

the bluest skies.

Solar glass and automatic roof vents will

keep you cool, whilst outside the decorative

detail is beautifully realised in pressure cast

aluminium.

Your conservatory will look superb for

years to come and is complemented by a

comprehensive warranty.

StyleIndividual Living
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StyleIndividual Living

Brickwork can be carefully matched and interwoven with the glazing

to create a sympathetic look.

Make our beautiful buildings part of your home!
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Style
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Individual Living Style

Quantal Conservatory Roofing Systems would like to thank the following partners for their contributions

to this Individual Living portfolio:

Abco Windows Limited, Ad Hoc PVCu Installations Limited, AGS Home Improvements Limited, Banbury Group, Breckenridge Conservatories, Cairngorm Windows, 
Caledonian Doors & Conservatories, Channel Windows, Classic Windows, Climax Conservatories, C  R Smith Conservatories Limited, Deaves & Co Home Improvements,
Europlas, Fibrefix, Franklin Windows Limited, Futura Conservatories, Glenhampton Conservatories, Guardia  n Window Systems, Hazlemere Window Co Limited, 
I M Windows & Conservatories Limited, Joedan Manufacturing UK Limited, Natur-Al Conservatories Limited, Newglaze, Paramount Sunrooms Orangeries & Conservatories, 
Posh Windows & Conservatories, Romsey Conservatories, Rustington Windows Limited, SBS (Cumbria) Limited, TWB Limited, Wessex Windows.



Living
Individual

All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith.  As it is
company policy to continually improve products, methods and materials, changes of specification may
be made from time to time without prior notice.  This statement does not affect your statutory rights.
QUANTAL CONSERVATORY ROOFING SYSTEMS cannot be held accountable for installation by
independent companies.  www.quantal.co.uk  QL7077


